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As COP26 looms large,
will we be judged by
future generations
for our actions or for our
conversations?

“No matter how well-informed you are,
you are surely not alarmed enough,” writes
David Wallace-Wells, in his iconic 2017 article
“The Uninhabitable Earth.” He was referring to
the paralyzing scale, implacability and, in some
ways, the abstractness of the climate emergency
illustrated through the acronyms and models
of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) projections.

“

We must visualize the
collective future we want.

”

Nearly five years on from the Paris Agreement,
the global community ticks along without the
unity or cohesion necessary for impactful
climate action. At this stage, there may be no
targeted emissions reduction program that
would forestall disaster – we are unprepared
for the systemic change required to tackle the
problem. Furthermore, climate grief and choice
paralysis are genuine phenomena that underpin
the challenge before us all, and in many cases,
hinder our ability to collectively visualize the
future we want.

For instance, do we want a future that prioritizes
greater social reciprocity, where people willingly
gift – rather than transact – items, time, services,
and care? Does that future centre Indigenous
ways of knowing? Does it run on economic
models designed for humanity to thrive – on a
just social foundation, and within the boundaries
of our planetary systems? Does it move away
from a reliance on continual economic growth?
For years, Vancouver has been part of a global
cities’ movement for progressive, sustainable
economic development, and we have both led
and learned from other international leaders.
This report contains a few of the many promising
concepts being explored for a climate-just future.

Tell us what you think
Thank you for downloading the Vancouver
Economic Commission's latest economy
report. As you read it, please note we are
always open to feedback to improve this
publication. We invite you to complete our
brief survey on its value to you.
Provide Feedback
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Economic Snapshot

Employment:

Metro Vancouver Employment

fully recovered in
absolute terms

Unemployment rate (%)

Employment ('000)

Metro Vancouver has fully recovered every
job lost (in absolute terms) due to COVID.
Some have migrated sectors; retail &
hospitality are still recovering while others
– such as tech and construction – have
gained jobs. Employment continues to
increase (up 4,900 from August 2021; +0.3%)
as it has done steadily since June 2020.
Among Canada's four largest cities,
Vancouver now has the tightest job market
and the lowest unemployment rate
(7–8% over the past year; 6.7% in
September 2021).
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Employment Indexes
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Employment recovery:
just surpassed pre-COVID levels

Jobs by age:
saw youth employment hardest hit

Employment in Canada's four largest cities has
gradually recovered from the pandemic. This
index (base month = February 2020) shows
employment in Metro Vancouver reached 101.3 in
September 2021, finally surpassing pre-pandemic
levels, and is the highest nationally. This analysis
shows that despite Vancouver being hardest
hit by COVID's economic impacts, the city has
bounced back better than any other major
Canadian metropolitan city.

As a group, youth demographics suffered most,
particularly over the previous summer (an
index decline of 33) and employment fell again
last autumn. Regional recovery improved this
summer and employment surpassed pre-COVID
levels as of September 2021. Those aged 25–54
years were also hard hit (index decline of 15 over
last summer), but recovered faster than other
age groups, improving beyond pre-COVID levels
by February 2021. Employment among those
aged 55+ suffered the fewest overall job losses.

Source(s): VEC Analysis; Labour Force Survey, Statistics Canada

Source(s): VEC Analysis; Labour Force Survey, Statistics Canada
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Business numbers: declining volatility
in opening and closing businesses

Metro Vancouver Business Numbers
Experimental estimates, monthly
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Metro Vancouver businesses continue to bounce
back from COVID-19. Opening businesses increased
by 11.5% and closing businesses decreased by 3.8%
from pre-COVID February 2020 to June 2021 (the
most recent month of data available). Since last
summer, Metro Vancouver’s active and continuing
businesses have grown by one percent each month,
but the recent decrease in opening businesses
suggests that businesses were not fully ready for
Phase 1 of BC’s restart plan.

Source(s): Statistics Canada

GDP: vaccine rollouts bring back
economic activity

Real GDP* Growth Rate Forecast
British Columbia

Metro Vancouver

8

Canada

Metro Vancouver's real GDP is estimated to
rebound by 6.8% in 2021 and forecast to increase
by 4.1% in 2022. When compared to other Canadian
metropolitan cities and the broader national
context (-5.3% in 2020), the Vancouver region
fared better during the pandemic in 2020 (-4.1%).
Moreover, Metro Vancouver's economy is predicted
to rebound faster than the provincial and national
real GDP growth rates of 5.8% and 5.1%, respectively.
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Investment: strongest first half
on record for venture capital

Top Venture Capital Deals H1 2021
$ Millions

Total Deals
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Source(s): H1 2021 Venture Capital Canadian Market Overview, CVCA

In the first half of 2021 (H1 2021), Vancouver saw
45 deals representing $808 million in investment
– this was effectively double the activity and more
than treble the venture capital of the second half
of 2020 (22 deals and $268 million). Notable deals
included an exit by Vancouver-based startup Trulioo
($476 million, growth stage) – ranked the 2nd largest
deal in Canada – and Vancouver’s edtech in iﬁc
Labs, which listed on the TSX for $232 million. The
$8.3 billion invested in H1 2021 across Canada made
it the strongest first half ever for investment.
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Feature: Green Economic Data

Municipality of Vancouver Green Jobs Growth
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Green jobs: exclusive new
VEC data shows sector-level
job growth

A total of 15,885 new green and local
food jobs were added to the city over
the last 10 years. The top 3 sectors for
green jobs growth were:
• Green Building Design
& Construction
(+6,337, 146%)
• Land & Water Remediation
& Environmental Consulting
(+969, 109%)
• Materials Management
& Recycling
(+398, 126%)
According to our research in
partnership with Delphi Group,
Vancouver companies surveyed in
2020 saw a growth of net-new jobs
equal to 8.8% between 2016 to 2020.
At the same time, 59% of respondents
experienced a decrease in revenues
due to COVID-19, and only 20% have
seen revenues recover to pre-pandemic
levels.

City-level GHG emissions:
how did Vancouver do?
On November 17, 2020, Vancouver Council approved
the Climate Emergency Action Plan (CEAP) which puts
Vancouver on track to reduce our carbon pollution
by 50% of its 2007 level by 2030, in alignment
with UN’s warning that we must limit warming to
1.5°C. According to the most recent available data,
Vancouver’s GHG (greenhouse gas) emissions in
2020 were 2.4 million tonnes of carbon dioxide. This
represents a decrease of 15% from our 2007 baseline
and a 6% decrease from 2019, but still leaves us with
a long way to go (another 35% deduction) to achieve
our 2030 goal.
Vancouver’s GHG emissions per-capita was 3.7 tonnes
of CO2e in 2020 – a 24% drop since 2007 and well
below the Metro Vancouver reported 5.4 tonnes of
emissions per capita. The areas that the CEAP will
target for further reductions are buildings (such as
switching from gas to electric) and transportation
(such as road pricing).
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Office vacancy:
rates continue to creep up
o nto n fﬁce acanc
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Photo: Polina Zimmerman from Pexels
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More industrial land:
urgently needed to rebalance market
Industrial Vacancy Rate
Industrial Vacancy Rate
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Source(s): VEC Analysis; Canada Quarterly Statistics, CBRE
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According to CBRE, Canada’s strong performance
in first-dose vaccination rates has contributed
to increased office activity across the country.
Despite the positive net absorption for the
second consecutive quarter, Vancouver's
downtown office vacancy rate increased by 1% in
Q3 2021. However, with its solid recovery to 7.6%,
Vancouver looks like it will maintain its position
as the tightest major downtown office market in
North America.

Looking for more data?
Refer to our Economic Snapshot for the latest
data sets, rankings and economic metrics.
Go to Snapshot
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The industrial availability in Metro Vancouver
has reached record lows, dropping 0.2% from
last quarter to 0.9% in Q3 2021 (among the
lowest industrial availability rate across North
America), while the average asking lease rate
has jumped to a record high $15.4 per square
foot (the highest in Canada). As of Q3 2021,
Metro Vancouver has experienced 32 consecutive
quarters of positive net absorption (positive
net absorption indicates less commercial space
was vacated). The widening supply–demand
imbalance has become increasingly evident and
economically worrying.
4
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Cleantech
Vancouver cleantech ecosystem engineers the
world’s tools for the climate emergency
Metro Vancouver’s world-renowned cleantech cluster is the result
of decades of painstaking effort by trailblazing entrepreneurs,
ambitious policy, and forward-thinking institutional investors.
Thanks to a bedrock of environmental ethos, strong engineering
and research programs at local institutions, and a ballooning tech
sector, Vancouver has been fertile ground for the imaginations and
ventures of cleantech entrepreneurs for decades. Vancouver has
the highest concentration of high-performing cleantech companies
in Canada. According to Invest in Canada, more than three hundred
of Canada’s approximately 1000 cleantech companies are based
in BC, and the Vancouver region accounts for some 75 percent of
them. Of the companies in Metro Vancouver, just over half are
headquartered or otherwise based in the municipality of Vancouver
itself (KPMG study).
Vancouver’s cleantech ecosystem is diverse, with a balanced
representation of renowned solution providers in energy
generation and storage (Corvus, Zinc8), water treatment
and remediation (Saltworks), waste management (Ronin8),
transportation (Ballard), green buildings (Core Energy Recovery
Solutions), and agriculture (Terramera).

Examples
of Vancouver
cleantech
specialties

•
•
•
•
•
•

fuel cell solutions
hydrogen
waste/wastewater treatment technologies
smart city solutions
green demonstration
fusion

230+
cleantech

companies in
Metro Vancouver

9,600+
cleantech jobs
in BC

16,300 total
employed globally

4,757
cleantech jobs
in city of
Vancouver

+30% 2016-2020

Key Challenges for
"Pure Play" Cleantech
“Pure play” cleantech generally connotes a vertical
that is asset-heavy and capital intensive – such as
water remediation infrastructure or electrifying
our public transportation systems – in which
companies often take longer to scale. This often
involves long research and development runways
and acute growing pains.

“Clean technology (cleantech)
refers to any process, product
or service that reduces
environmental impacts. These
technologies are developed by
a broad array of firms, and their
adoption spans all sectors of the
economy. By developing and
adopting clean technologies,
companies and industry can
better control costs, meet new
regulatory requirements at home
and abroad, improve global
competitiveness and reduce
impacts on climate, water, land
and air.”
Innovation, Science and
Economic Development Canada (ISED)

Traditional cleantech companies are typically
vulnerable to failure at several key stages:
•
•
•
•

IP translation – a critical, early-stage process
where tech or concepts are “translated” to a
product or service
Raising capital – including securing patient
and flexible financing
Demonstration sites – opportunities to
demonstrate their products and services
Scaling – this could be operational or involve
physically engineering products to be larger
than proof-of-concept models

The challenge most unique to the cleantech
sector is likely the stage relating to demonstration
opportunities: companies routinely struggle to find
early adopters willing to take a chance on a new
technology.
KMPG’s recent cleantech report corroborates these
insights: their survey reveals that the top supports
most desired by cleantech companies remain
grants for demonstration projects; low-interest,
flexible debt financing for scaling up commercial
operations; and enhanced R&D grant funding.

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

Project Greenlight
Accelerating smart and sustainable
transformation
Project Greenlight seeks innovators
who are well positioned to solve
some of our region’s toughest
technology challenges
Register today
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Resources aiding
Vancouver cleantech

Introducing “climate tech” or
“climate-enabled tech solutions”

The Canadian government has made efforts to
address the challenges SMEs face at each stage of
the growth continuum. Measures like non-dilutive
R&D funding and support (IRAP), internship
training (MITACS), and research collaboration
(NSERC Engage), all help build a strong cleantech
ecosystem at the early stage.

The term "climate technologies" may apply to
highly scalable tech startups with a positive
climate impact. They are solutions designed and
developed in service of reducing GHG emissions
or addressing the impacts of climate change. For
this reason, climate tech should not simply be
considered a tech industry vertical, but rather,
a lens we use to look at hardware and software
solutions across multiple verticals.

Meanwhile, programs like Innovative Solutions
Canada and the BC Fast Pilot program help
support ventures to deploy cleantech projects
during the commercialization stage, and
CanExport funding can help companies establish
a presence in international markets when they
have a commercially available solution.
More recently, the provincial government
launched InBC, a $500 million strategic
investment fund to help grow high-potential BC
cleantech businesses. By industry demand, VEC
and the City of Vancouver’s Green and Digital
Demonstration Program (GDDP) has evolved into
Project Greenlight, a regional program to help
cleantech companies access demonstration
opportunities while aiding major asset owners in
reaching their sustainability goals.

Climate tech incorporates the broad swathe of
technologies and innovations and the variety
industries where they are being applied:
energy, mobile and transportation, food
agriculture and land use, heavy industry and
the built environment. Examples include route
recalculation, intelligent grid management or
smart HVAC systems that can result in energy and
emissions savings, carbon capture and even labgrown meats.

TRAINING PROGRAM

Angels for
Climate Solutions
Investing smart capital into
tech-enabled climate solutions
Deadline to apply: October 27
Apply now
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Sector Specializations
Cleantech in Municipality of Vancouver
June 2020

Administrative
and support,
waste mgmt.
and remediation
services
industries

Construction
industries

Professional, scientiﬁc
and technical services
industries

Wholesale
trade
industries

Others*

Manufacturing
industries

*Others: Support activities for agriculture and forestry industries; Oil and gas extraction industries; Utilities industries; Software
publishers industry; Data processing, hosting, and related services industry; Repair and maintenance industry.
Source(s): VEC Analysis; Business Registry, Statistics Canada

Vancouver Spotlight
Vancouver companies consistently punch
above their weight to earn global recognition
for their innovation. This year, five out of 12
Canadian companies (many of them recurring
names) named to the Global Cleantech 100
were from BC, and three were founded in the
city of Vancouver:
• Axine Water (Vancouver)
• Carbon Engineering (Squamish)
• Generac Grid Services (formerly Enbala)
(North Vancouver)
• MineSense (Vancouver)
• Semios (Vancouver)

Further Reading
For a deeper dive, browse these
recent reports:
•

British Columbia Cleantech 2019 Status
Report | KPMG

•

Regulatory Efficiency Indicators for Clean
Technology Deployment | ISED

•

Global Cleantech 100 – 2021 winners

•

Accelerating British Columbia’s Clean
Economy | Core Cleantech Cluster

•

Opportunity for Clean Technology and
Sustainable Finance | Advantage BC/KPMG

•

Clean Technology – Canada’s Competitive
Advantage | Invest in Canada

•

Clean50 The People Who Make a Difference
2022 | Clean50

•

Canada’s Clean Technology Leadership
Canada Cleantech Alliance
8
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VFX and
Animation
Photo: Vancouver Film School

Vancouver: the capital city for VFX & animation
A competitive and stable tax credit program, a history of screenase stor tellin s annin ﬁft ears, an e en anco er s ti e
zone catalyzed Vancouver’s high concentration of homegrown
studios and experienced creatives.
From the world’s first CG TV series on ABC to a seemingly endless
procession of major animated feature films and highly rated
television series, Vancouver has grown through the decades to
establish itself as a world-leading centre of VFX & animation talent
and technology.
With more than 150 businesses comprising Vancouver’s visual
effects and animation industry and an unmatched array of globally
acclaimed training programs, the city is one of the world’s most
significant clusters of domestic and foreign-owned studios – and
a sought-after destination for creative professionals to pursue
fulfilling animation and visual effects careers. Thanks to this
gathering of talent, Vancouver has a long track record of producing
cutting-edge animated content ranging from award-winning shorts
to internationally renowned series and feature films.
While known the world over for its work on features and series,
professionals in the industry also regularly lend their talents to
game cinematics, commercials, advertising firms, educational
content, not-for-profits and other content creation services.

$920
M
post-production &

animation industry
spend in BC in 2020

150+
VFX & animation
businesses in
Metro Vancouver

8,000
VFX & animation

professionals in BC
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Total Spend of the BC Post-Production & Animation Industry
2012 to 2020
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methodology

Source: WorkSafeBC, analysis by Vancouver Economic Commission

As a key economic sector, the visual effects and animation industry
provides steady and resilient employment to thousands of workers
in the city of Vancouver.

Trends in content consumption and animation
spending by major streaming providers paint
a very bright outlook for animation. Film
productions have returned to work with new
public health measures in place, so visual effects
pipelines have likewise resumed, making for a
robust recovery.
In recent years, many visual effects houses –
particularly those with international footprints
– have opened animation divisions to service the
growing demand by streaming services, such as
Netflix, Amazon and Hulu.
The emerging trend of virtual sets – where
cast and crew work against live animated
backgrounds, rather than a green screen – could
result in another source of work. Furthermore,
it could mean a greener footprint for the film
industry, with less travel or set models or
production required.

Photo: Atomic Cartoons

Almost overnight, visual effects and animation
companies seamlessly transitioned thousands
of employees to remote working models.
While the sector saw significant disruption
from fluctuations in global capital and filming
hiatuses – particularly to visual effects projects
– the spike in demand for fresh content
throughout the pandemic helped keep creatives
employed.

“Content spending has reached new
heights in the last year, with no signs of
slowing down. At-home audiences continue
to grow, and the stakes just keep getting
higher for streamers looking to glue the
key "co-viewing audience" of kids and
families. With all the major streamers
and broadcasters like Apple, Netflix and
Disney+ increasing their global spend,
award-winning content producers like
Atomic are poised to continue benefiting
from this exponential growth.”
Jennifer Twiner McCarron
CEO, President and Director of Thunderbird
Entertainment and Atomic Cartoons,
Member of VEC’s Advisory Board
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Vancouver Spotlight
Founded in 1999, Atomic Cartoons is a Vancouverbased studio that produces service animation for
a wide variety of clients in addition to creating its
own properties.
Learn more about Atomic Cartoons:
atomiccartoons.com | @atomiccartoons
Photo: Atomic Cartoons

The global destination
to grow a career in
visual effects and animation
Vancouver has a peerless concentration of highly
ranked and globally recognized animation and
visual effects programs: the Hollywood Reporter
has consistently recognized Lost Boys School of
Visual Effects, Think Tank Training Centre and
the Vancouver Film School in its annual top 10
list of best training providers. The industry is
well-supported through diverse education and
training programs for artists, software engineers,
and other technical-related professionals, and
many schools have strong alumni networks that
provide instruction and mentorship to their
alma maters.
Talent development initiatives by studios
and education programs alike – such as Think
Tank’s Doers and Dreamers Scholarship –
increase opportunities for Canadian artists
from underrepresented communities, including
members of Indigenous, Black, racialized
groups, people with disabilities, and LGBTQ2S+
communities.
Industry education and innovation is further
supported by the Master of Digital Media
program offered by the University of British
Columbia, Simon Fraser University, Emily Carr
University of Art + Design and the British
Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT) through
the Centre for Digital Media (CDM). A more
comprehensive list of diploma programs and
training courses in 3D and animation may be
found on our website.

Examples of related subsectors
and specializations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3D modelling
Asset creation
Compositing
Digital lighting
Environment creation
FX technical direction
2D FX
Texture and surface art
Motion capture operations
Rigging
Storyboarding
Layout
11

Emerging Sector

Carbon
Markets
BC built one of the world’s first carbon markets –
but are we ready for round two?
Carbon markets are generally defined as market-driven
instruments that help decarbonize sectors or economies. Carbon
markets exist around the world in many different shapes and
forms, although they can generally be divided into mandatory
(compliance) markets, and voluntary markets. Compliance markets
are created and regulated by government bodies, and usually set
up as cap-and-trade (C&T) emission trading schemes (ETS), that
enable emitters to trade allowances for the right to emit up to their
allowed limit.
Voluntary Carbon Markets (VCM) are administered by independent
non-government organizations. On VCMs, voluntary buyers
purchase carbon credits from projects that generate emission
reductions or sequester carbon anywhere in the world, including
British Columbia. Voluntary offset projects are managed by
international standards and programs.
Vancouver players have been swift to capitalize on BC's early
leadership in carbon pricing regulations. They are particularly
salient, given the region's numerous emissions-reduction policies,
regulations and strategies, which include the City of Vancouver's
Climate Emergency Action Plan. It is evident that carbon markets
and related instruments – such as offsetting – will continue to play
a significant role in meeting these targets and in climate action.

104 M
tonnes
of carbon offsets

purchased in 2019

US$5.5
B
in global voluntary
carbon market sales
as of 2019

$124.3
M
provincial GDP
impact of offsetting
(2008–2014)
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Carbon market values are at an all-time high
on recorded trading volumes.
Owing to their highly regulated nature,
compliance markets are easier to track and are
much larger than voluntary ones. However, even
the more opaque voluntary markets are agreed
to be growing tremendously. By early 2021,
compliance carbon markets are estimated to be
worth a total of a record US$272 billion, a 20%
increase over 2019, with a total traded volume
estimated at 10.3 billion tonnes of carbon.
Mark Carney, former Bank of Canada Governor
and sponsor of the Task Force on Scaling
Voluntary Carbon Markets, believes offsets may
be a $100 billion industry by 2030.

Offsets, as a critical piece of voluntary carbon
markets, are once again entering the conversation
as a viable climate solution. As the Task Force
on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets (TSVCM)
said in their final report in January 2021, “wellfunctioning voluntary carbon markets will be a
critical enabler” of successful decarbonization.
The Task Force, and many related efforts,
recognize the poor quality of many past offsetting
systems, and the need to radically improve their
operation if corporations and governments can
meet their net zero goals.

Historial Market-wide Voluntary Offset Transaction Values, 2019
Pre-2005–2019
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Source(s): Ecosystem Marketplace, September 21, 2020

Massive effort needed to offset our way to 1.5ºC
To reach the 1.5°C goal set by the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC), global
carbon markets must offset 2 billion tonnes of carbon annually.
“[Transitioning to that scale of] emissions sequestration and removal by 2030
requires a 15-fold scale-up of voluntary offsetting in 2030 versus 2019, assuming
carbon credits are used to finance all of these actions. This will involve a significant
step up in corporate commitments, which are sized at just 0.2 Gt in 2030 based on
evidence today.”
Task Force on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets (2021)
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Vancouver Spotlight

Cowlines App
A screenshot of the Mobility
Carbon Engine in action,
where the carbon impacts
of different trip options are
calculated.

Vancouver-founded Greenlines Technology
is a leading Canadian cleantech company
focused on developing and commercializing
large-scale human-based decarbonization
solutions for third parties. Greenlines is the
first company worldwide to develop and
commercialize an operational carbon engine
that enables third parties to automatically
quantify verifiable carbon reductions
generated by its users and monetize them as
offsets. Their first product, the Mobility Carbon
Engine (MCE), was introduced in 2019 with the
goal of bringing the benefits of carbon offsets
to every mobility player everywhere.
Learn more about Greenlines:
www.greenlines.cc | LinkedIn

Photo: Greenlines Technology

Further Reading
For a deeper dive, browse
these recent reports:
•

•

Task Force on Scaling Voluntary
Carbon Markets
Institute of International Finance
Voluntary Carbon and the PostPandemic Recovery Ecosystem
Marketplace

•

The Future of the Voluntary
Carbon Market
Vera

•

New Proposed Offsetting
Regulations
Government of Canada

•

Can Carbon Markets Reduce
Carbon Emissions?
The Economist

REPORT | Coming Soon
October 2021

Carbon
Markets in BC

Carbon Markets in
British Columbia
A guide to leverage carbon
markets to decarbonize
British Columbia in the postParis Agreement world

Coming Soon
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Traditional Economics Explained

Inflation

“Inflation is a form of hidden taxation which it is almost
impossible to measure.”
John J. Beckley, US Politician, 1757-1807

What is inflation?
Inflation measures the rate of rising prices of
goods and services in an economy. If inflation
causes higher prices for necessities, such as
food, it can have a negative impact on society.
The Bank of Canada and the Government of
Canada adopted an inflation-control target in
1991,1 which aims to keep total CPI (Consumer
Price Index, a proxy measurement for inflation)
at 1–3%. However, recent Statistics Canada data
shows that Canada’s annual inflation rate jumped
to 4.1% in August 2021 – the biggest increase
since March 2003.
Interest rates are the primary tools by which to
control inflation, and the Bank of Canada raises
or lowers its interest rates to achieve the target
inflation rate, typically within a horizon of 6 to
8 quarters – this is the time that it usually takes
for policy actions to work their way through the
economy and have their full effect on inflation.
Inflation beyond a range of 2–3% is considered
serious for numerous reasons. It typically has
a regressive effect on lower-income families
and older citizens who might be living on fixed
incomes. Inflation tends to redistribute wealth
away from these groups to wealthier groups
who can better hedge against inflation. It also
increases the cost of borrowing for businesses
and people, which in turn makes it harder for
businesses to start and grow, and for people to
access their own financing (such as mortgages).

1

Measures of Inflation
Percent Inflation Rate =
Final CPI Value - Initial CPI Value
Initial CPI Value

* 100

Where
CPI = Consumer Price Index
Current CPI calculation base year = 2002
Another measure is PPI – the Producer Price
Index, which looks at the costs paid by
business for inputs versus consumers

Additionally, excessive inflation may lead to
business uncertainty, reduced investment and
savings, increased government spending, and
even political and social unrest.

Further Reading
• Understanding Inflation – Bank of Canada
• The Price of Tomorrow – Jeff Booth
• When Money Dies – Adam Fergusson
• Stagflation – Investopedia

The target agreement has been renewed most recently in October 2016 for the five years to the end of 2021.
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The CPI "Inflation Basket"
According to Statistics Canada, the goods
and services in the CPI are divided into 8 major
segments: food; shelter; household operations,
furnishings and equipment; clothing and
footwear; transportation; health and personal
care; recreation; education and reading; and
alcoholic beverages, tobacco products and
recreational cannabis.
Based on new national household spending
data, the CPI basket weights have been updated
and the biggest adjustment is housing – starting
in June 2021, the national shelter component
of CPI will represent 30.03% of the CPI basket
weight (27.36% from 2017 onward).
B.C. CPI Weight at basket, 2020

% change August 2020 to August 2021

Alcoholic beverages, tobacco products
and recreational cannabis
Food

Health and
personal care

10%
5%

Gasoline [3%]

Transportation

5%

4%

Shelter

5.5

Transportation

4.6

Recreation, Education & Reading

15%

3.8

Food

2.5

Health & Personal Care

14%

Clothing and
footware

It has since
risen sharply,
reaching 3.3%
in August 2021.

Consumer Price Index (2002=100), B.C.

Experimental estimates, monthly

Recreation, education
and reading

Year-over-year,
overall inflation
dropped to -0.3%
in July 2020.

33%

2.2

Clothing & Footwear

Shelter

15%

1.3

Alcoholic Beverages & Tobacco Products

1.1

Household Operations & Furnishings

Household operations,
furnishings and equipment

0.3
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Source(s): Basket Weights of the CPI, Statistics Canada

Source(s): VEC Analysis; BC Stats

Deflation is the opposite of inflation – where
the price of goods and services drop, often due
to too many of those goods being available or
when there is not enough money in circulation,
or demand, to purchase those goods. However,
excessive deflation also comes with negative
economic effects: consumers and businesses
restrict spending, leading to slower economic
output, less investment and potentially
deflationary spirals. A famous example is Japan
during its “Lost Decade” (1991–2001).

Stagflation refers to the phenomenon of slow
economic growth (as measured by GDP) occurring
alongside high unemployment and rising prices.
In the early 20th century, dominant economic
models found it difficult to explain circumstances
that could leading to stagflation. However, an oil
shock in the 1970s triggered stagflation in several
developed market economies, including the US
and UK, and since then, economists have posited
various scenarios related to fiat (i.e. national)
currency, economic policy, and oil prices.

Deflation has been increasingly discussed in
conjunction with the potential impacts of various
technological innovations, many of which have
the potential to sharply decrease or decentralize
the costs of developing, manufacturing and
delivering goods, services, and information.

Recently, stagflation has featured prominently
in concerns about pandemic-related lockdowns
slowing GDP, commodity constraints triggering
higher prices, and increased money supply from
government aid. However, other economists and
representatives of central banks have repeatedly
attempted to allay stagflation concerns.

Source(s): Finances of the Nation, Government of British Columbia, Investopedia, Statistics Canada, Parliamentary Budget Office
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21st Century Economics

Just Transition
What is a just transition?
The just transition is an umbrella term for a
variety of practical programs to help workers
gain the skills and keep (or gain) the support
necessary during periods of immense change.
However, it is more than a haphazard collection
of courses or funding schemes; it is also a deep
and profound moral commitment central to any
successful climate policy. It will be impossible
to reduce emissions and prevent the worst
impacts of climate change unless we can
guarantee a better life on the other side of
that transformation.

While Vancouver’s labour market faces a peculiar
series of challenges that make its journey to a
just transition different from many others, there
exists enough commonality that we can learn
and respond with the benefit of what others
have experienced. Vancouver has long been a
leader in climate action and has secured notable
successes in protecting workers — now is the
time to bring those together. As Brian Kohler,
Canadian union activist, memorably stated in
1996: “The real choice is not jobs or environment.
It is both or neither.”

“A just transition is a worker-inclusive
approach that aims to minimize the
impacts of environmental policies on
workers in affected industries. Additionally,
the just transition will move towards
an equitable future, ensuring that new
opportunities in the ‘green economy’ will
include those previously excluded from the
high-carbon economy.
“A just transition is met when everyone
has social protection, all jobs are
decent, emissions are low or at zero, and
communities are thriving and resilient.”
VEC, Best Practices for a Just Transition
in Vancouver
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5 key insights

into just transition challenges

1.

Alignment on just transition work with
different levels of government is key.
However, many cities – and notably
Vancouver – often move more swiftly
than senior orders of governments on
climate action. This speed discrepancy
poses challenges, which are exacerbated
by the lack of significant regional market
planning.

2.

Vehicles and buildings are the two largest
contributors to greenhouse gas emissions
in Vancouver and Metro Vancouver, and
account for two of the larger and more
fragmented sectors of employment.
Because of this, a just transition in these
sectors must consider independent
workers not represented by a union or
other organizations.

3.

Any just transition planning in Vancouver
must also address or at least navigate the
ongoing shortages of skilled workers in
many sectors, particularly as retirements
and a lack of younger and diverse workers
(especially women and people of colour)
who feel comfortable entering these trades
and industries.

4.

The limited examples of just transition
planning have often been done at a
national level and have been focused on
coal and fossil fuel reliant communities.
The most relevant local or regional just
transition examples for Vancouver include
more economically diversified urban
centres like New York City, Oslo, and Los
Angeles, all of which are still at very early
stages of development or implementation.

5.

Across all case studies, important
principles for success include:
» Importance of clear, accountable
governance structures to inform key
stakeholders and aid effective decision
making
» Cross-departmental collaboration within
and between government(s)
» Inclusion of workers from historically
marginalized communities from
the earliest stages of planning and
research to ensure inequalities will not
be reinstated in new labour market
patterns and structures.
» Understanding of the data (and its
gaps) and the demographics of workers
and future trends of the transitioning
sector(s)
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Contextualizing the Just Transition in Vancouver
Since the discussion of a just transition has only recently begun to gain local traction, there is still a
great deal of research to conduct. With so few successful case studies regarding a just transition, there
are many research gaps the VEC can address moving forward, including:

1.

Approaches to integrating environmental
justice and a “transition to justice” in
labour market planning in Vancouver,
that work to better serve and empower
communities that have and continue to
face various forms of marginalization.

2.

Understanding how the impacts of just
transition planning and approaches in
Metro Vancouver will be felt in the rest of
British Columbia.

3.

Understanding how to engage the
finance sector in just transition planning,
particularly larger institutional investors.

4.

Identifying ways to leverage and align with
existing work done locally or provincially
that may not be listed under but is still
relevant to just transition work, such
as the CleanBC Workforce Readiness
Plan, the provincial Skills Certification
Program, Vancouver Regional Construction
Association (VRCA) Construction Workforce
of Tomorrow project, and other related
initiatives.

5.

Working with school boards in the region,
and post-secondary institutions, to
review and audit programs and courses of
significance for decarbonization; and to
conduct future labour market projections
of the green economy and integrate these
in clear, accessible communications to
workers.

REPORT

Best Practices for a Just Transition
in Vancouver
The report features a high-level definition of what a
just transition could mean for Vancouver, an overview
of global practices, context for impending labour transitions
in two of the city's highest-emitting sectors, and
recommendations for a way forward.
Download now
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VEC Highlights
ONLINE WEBINAR

Future Proofing Vancouver: Climate Talk vs.
Climate Action | November 17, 2021
The Vancouver Economic Commission (VEC) and SFU
Beedie School of Business warmly invite you to join our
representatives and expert panelists from Greenlines
Technology, the Canadian Green Building Council, and
Properate in exploring where Vancouver’s climate initiatives
sit in the global context, and whether they are enough.
Get your ticket now.
ONLINE SESSION

Greater Vancouver Circular Economy Network
This fall, VEC, Vancity, and the Share Reuse Repair Initiative
are co-hosting a five-part online series specific to circular
economy metrics, financing, and policy. The sessions will
dive deep into shared knowledge and collaborative learning,
highlighting local leaders, and encouraging dialogue in
dedicated breakout rooms. Register today.

Additional Economic
Development Reports and
Resources
Climate Emergency Action Plan
City of Vancouver
Provincial Outlook – Sept 2021
RBC Economics
2021 Tech Salary Survey
HR Tech Group
Canadian Consumer Spending
Moneris
Cargo Statistics Mid-Year Report
Port of Vancouver, 2021
Vitality Index: Measuring the pace
of our return to Downtowns
Avison Young
Global Startup Ecosystem Report
Startup Genome, 2021

REPORT

Vancouver Commercial Real
Estate (2021 Canadian Market
Outlook) | CBRE

With support from Mitacs, and the Economic Transformation
Lab, VEC collaborated with Simon Fraser University’s Food
Systems Lab to undertake research on what it will take to
adopt a just circular economy of food in Vancouver. The study
incorporates a “right to food” principle as a framework for
assessing potential solutions. With insight from food sector
agents and peer-reviewed literature, the report includes key
actions and recommendations to increase justice and equity
in our local food system. Read the framework.

Ensuring Adaption and Resilience
to Climate Change | McKinsey

A Right to Food Framework for Tackling Food
Waste and Achieving a Just Circular Economy

Project Team
•
•
•
•

George Benson
Claire Campbell
Anne Farrer
Fionn Li

•
•
•
•

John McPherson
Sonu Purhar
James Raymond
Ingrid Valou
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Vancouver Economy Report
Fall 2021
Join business leaders, policymakers and investors
for a data-driven look into Vancouver’s economic performance,
delivered free to your inbox three times a year
Sign up and browse previous editions on our website:
www.vancouvereconomic.com/economy-report

@VanEconomic

/VanEconomic

+1 866 632-9668
1500-401 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, V6B 5A1

Subscribe to our newsletter
www.vancouvereconomic.com/lens
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